


DIRECTORS’ MESSAGE
As the raas community enters a new phase, it is our goal as directors to provide the knowledge, resources, 

and structure to help our circuit grow as we rebuild during this upcoming season. We are hopeful that the 

circuit will come back even stronger with fresh ideas and enthusiasm, ready to take on any challenges that 

may come. 

In our fourteenth year, we plan on continuing the progress made last year and take further steps to foster a 

more inclusive community, implement our sexual assault prevention policy, and continue being an accessible 

resource to teams and competitions. This year, we are thrilled to return to an in-person season and plan to 

bring you the best Raas All-Stars yet. We aim to be as transparent and supportive as possible as we rebuild the 

circuit together. This packet outlines the bid competition requirements, bid point system, audition video rules, 

judging and much more. Please read through the following information carefully and note that additions will 

be made as we progress through the season.

We are truly so excited for this season and to work with all of you! The raas circuit has always been a positive 

outlet through dance and community, and we cannot wait to once again see the overflowing passion from 

everyone.

If you have any questions or concerns throughout the year, please do not hesitate to reach out to us via email 

at hello@raasallstars.com.

Welcome to the 2021-2022 Raas Season!

Sagar Mehta, Mann Patel & Shivani Patel

Raas All-Stars XIV Directors
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BID COMP REQUIREMENTS

1. The raas/garba competition must be in-person and occur between Saturday, January 1, 2022 and Saturday, 

March 12, 2022. 

2. Raas/garba teams may ONLY compete against other raas/garba teams at the competition. Teams of other 

styles (bhangra, fusion, etc.) can also compete but raas/garba teams may only be judged against other raas/

garba teams. 

3. A minimum of 7 raas/garba teams and a maximum of 10 raas/garba teams must be competing on competition 

day. In the event there are only 7 competing teams, only 1st and 2nd place will be awarded. 

4. Judging chairs may be active dancers during the 2021-2022 season; however we highly encourage this 

position to be held by a neutral party, not an active team member. Judging Chairs that are active team 

members will not be eligible to be present during deliberation.

5. The competition may not have a competing team that is affiliated, registered, or recognized with/by the 

school or organization hosting the competition. 

6. The Raas All-Stars Common Application may be used as the official team registration process. If additional 

information is required, the competition may independently maintain a supplemental application in PDF form 

and provide this application to Raas All-Stars for inclusion in the Common Application. This is to reduce 

the number of applications and streamline the registration process. Raas All-Stars will conduct a Common 

Application review session. 

7. The competing raas/garba teams must be composed of current college/university students with a maximum 

allowance of 2 non-current students. The raas/garba teams do not need to be affiliated with a particular 

college/university. Students that will graduate in December 2021 count as current students throughout the 

spring semester. High school students graduating in the Spring of 2022 and accepted to a university affiliated 

team are not candidates for team rosters. 

8. The team selection and audition video viewing process for the competition must be completely blind and 

randomized. Failure to comply will result in forfeiting of competition bid status. 

9. The individual(s) who blinds and randomizes the audition videos may not be involved in the team selection 

process. 

10. Competitions must use the Official Audition Video Judging Rubric during the audition video viewing process.

11. Any board member who is currently active within a competitive raas/garba team during the 2021-2022 season 

may not take part in the team selection and audition video viewing process for the competition. If a bid 

competition judging chair is an active dancer during the 2021-2022 season, they still must abide by this rule. 

12. All teams submitting an audition video must refrain from having their school name, team name, school/

team colors, or any competition name displayed anywhere in the video. Dancers may not wear team attire, 

competition attire, or school attire. Failure to do so will disqualify the team from being considered in the 

audition video process. 

13. Show order must be determined in a completely random and double-blind fashion that must be overseen by 

at least one Raas All-Stars board member.

In order to be recognized as a Raas All-Stars XIV Bid Competition, a competition must satisfy the following 

requirements. Please review the below requirements carefully.

GENERAL RULES
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MARKETING

JUDGING

PICTURE

Raas All-Stars will work closely with the appointed person(s) on the Marketing/ PR committee. All Marketing/

PR Chairs will be given a contract that lays out the specific postings and dates that are to be made on each 

party’s behalf, as well as weekend responsibilities. This will include but is not limited to: Bid Status, Raas All-Stars 

promotions/fundraisers, Bid Competition ticket links, etc.

NOTE: Failure to comply with the marketing contract may result in flagging of competition. 

Raas All-Stars will work closely with the appointed person(s) on the Judging committee. The Judging Chairs will 

keep in regular contact with the Raas All-Stars Judging Lead, and will engage in several training sessions up until 

the Bid Competition date. Training sessions will take place throughout the season to review interaction between 

judges and the deliberation process (discussed more in the judging section of this packet). All competitions will 

be expected to abide by these rules.

NOTE: A detailed contract will be sent out along with acceptances. In order to fully accept, all terms and 

conditions must be carefully reviewed and signed by each committee mentioned.

PRESENCE & PROMOTION

1. Mixer/Pre-Show Events - To record competition activities for social media and to support the competition as 

needed.

a.  A Raas All-Stars XIV promotional video must be shown at mixer unless physically unable to.

2. Judges’ Training/Deliberation - To ensure accordance with the Raas All-Stars Judging process and collect 

pictures/copies of final rubrics and score sheets.

a. The Raas All-Stars Representative(s) cannot be related to any competing performers or affiliated with 

any competing raas/garba team at the competition.

3. Awards Ceremony - To award the placing teams with Raas All-Stars Bid Points on stage.

a. A Raas All-Stars XIV promotional video must be shown immediately before the competition’s awards 

ceremony.

At least one Raas All-Stars XIV Representative must be allowed in attendance at the following events throughout 

the competition weekend:

1. Raas All-Stars agrees to promote the competition on social media.

This includes:

a. Publicity during the week prior to the competition

b. An official competition show order announcement

c. An official competition placings announcement

2. The competition must promote Raas All-Stars on social media.

This includes:

a. An official Raas All-Stars XIV Bid Competition status announcement

b. A promotion for Raas All-Stars XIV to be posted between March 12, 2022 and April 16, 2022. This 

must include any Raas All-Stars XIV show and ticketing information.

The competition and Raas All-Stars must mutually promote each other throughout the 2021-2022 season. 

Marketing contract to be sent at a later date with more details. 
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AUDITION VIDEO VIEWING
Raas All-Stars XIV will be implementing a standardized rubric for bid competitions to  view audition videos and 

select teams to perform. All competitions must strictly abide by these rules and restrictions.

Each bid competition will undergo two rounds of viewings to determine final eight team selection. During the first 

round, competitions will watch all teams that have applied and decide the top fifteen teams based on the Audition 

Video Rubric. During the second round, the audition video viewing panel will rewatch the top fifteen teams in a 

randomized order and re-judge them again using the same rubric. The ranking of these top 15 will determine the 

top 8 teams to be selected as well as the order of the waitlist.

A recent adoption to the 2021-2022 season is the introduction of the Raas All-Stars Standardized Audition Video 

Rubric. This rubric, as well as the audition video selection process, is meant to standardize the idiosyncrasies 

of selecting teams and to create a more transparent and systematic acceptance process. The standardized 

acceptance process will allow teams to receive data on how they were ranked among other audition videos and 

make improvements for the upcoming season. The Raas All-Stars Audition Video Rubric is aimed to be consistent 

with the Raas-All Stars Official Judging Rubric and can be found on page 25.

AUDITION VIDEO RUBRIC

1. Each bid competition’s designated individual will randomize the viewing order during the first round for teams 

that have applied. They will be the only person that knows the real teams’ identities and all of the judging 

scores. 

2. All board members of Raas All-Stars XIV bid competitions are permitted to judge the audition tape videos so 

long as they do not fall under any of the restrictions below. It is up to the judging chair to ensure that these 

criteria are met and any possible issues or conflicts are properly disclosed to RAS.

3. A minimum of 5 judges must be held for each competition (there is no maximum in place).

4. All judges must have a proper understanding of the rubric and audition video rules and must be deemed to be 

fair and unbiased towards all teams that have applied throughout the selection process.

RULES

1. The judging chair (or whoever is randomizing audition videos if not them) cannot be on the audition video 

viewing panel for the team selection process.

2. An audition video judge may not be a roster member of any raas-garba team (i.e., dancer, manager, or any 

other affiliation) in the 2021-2022 season.

3. An audition video judge may not be (previously or currently) affiliated with a team that has applied to that 

competition.

4. Audition video viewing panelists and judging chairs are not allowed to disclose any information about teams’ 

audition tapes or other sensitive information to anyone outside of the other audition video viewing panelists or 

Raas All-Stars.

5. Members of the audition video viewing panel CANNOT judge at any competitions for the 2021-2022 year. 

RESTRICTIONS

COVID-19
1. All participants at RAS affiliated competitions must present proof of vaccination or a negative COVID test 

within 72 hours of the competition.

2. All participants at RAS affiliated competitions are required to wear a mask for the duration of the competition 

weekend, including transportation and in common areas of the hotel and venues. Masks may be removed 

while performing on stage or eating/drinking.

3. Masks will be suggested for all audience members while in the venue.

NOTE: Participants include all competition board members, rostered team members, liaisons, judges, volunteers, 

media personnel, and anyone else the competitons is inviting to attend other than audience. Competitions will be 

responsible for enforcing these guidelines and must adhere to any further COVID guidelines or restrictions based 

on their city and state.
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STANDARDIZED 
ACCEPTANCE RELEASE
Competitions will be responsible for adhering to this timeline. Failure to follow this may result in flagging of the 

competition or other consequences. 

NOTE: If a team asks for their waitlist positon, competitions are requried to share that information with them 

within 12 hours of asking.
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1. All competition board members, liaisons, and volunteers must attend a SVR training and be signed on.

a. Attendance is mandatory, RAS representatives will be ensuring attendance

b. Failure to attend a training and/or sign onto the pledge will result in ineligibility to participate in RAS 

affiliated events (this includes show, mixer, and after party)

2. All competition attendees on roster (regardless of dancer/non-dancer status) must attend an SVR training and 

be signed onto the pledge.

a. Attendance is mandatory, RAS representatives will be ensuring attendance

b. Failure to attend a training and/or sign onto the pledge will result in ineligibility to participate in RAS 

affiliated events (this includes show, mixer, and after party)

3. Exhibition act participants over 18 years of age must attend an SVR training and be signed on to the pledge. 

4. RAS will report instances of sexual assault, sexual violence, etc. to be further investigated in cooperation with 

SVR. 

SEXUAL ASSAULT 
PREVENTION (SAP)

STATEMENT ON 
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
Raas All-Stars does not condone any form of hate speech, discrimination, or bullying based on gender, sex, 

sexuality, race, etc. If an instance is reported to Raas All-Stars there may be further investigation and possible 

repercussions.
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AUDITION VIDEO RULES

1. Each team must have between 12 and 16 dancers on their roster, with a maximum of 20 roster members

a. The team roster must include any team managers, alternates, or any other non-performing members 

and is just for application purposes. Final rosters will be determined after acceptance to competitions.

2. The audition video must be between 2:00-2:30 minutes of continuous Garba/Raas dancing, with a 30-60 

second Garba Requirement.

a. The entirety of the mix must fall within the 2:30 minute time limit

3. The routine performed must reflect the current routine that is intended to be performed at each           

competition.

4. 100% of the audition video dancers must be present in the video at all times, and their full bodies must be 

visible.

5. At least 65% of the roster members who were listed on the application must be performing in the video.

a.  Competitions may increase this percentage at their discretion.

6. Male and female dancers must wear different colored shirts to allow for visualization (no more than two 

standardized colors).

7. Masks are not required and is up to the team’s discretion to wear them during recording.

a. Competitions may not discriminate against a team for wearing masks in audition video.

8. Camera must be fixed. There can only be one camera angle (front and center), and it cannot be zoomed or 

panned.

9. All formations must be visible.

10. The audio and video must be good quality (720p or above).

11. Permission of audio overlay is at each competition’s discretion.

12. The video must either be MP4 or MOV file format.

13. File name must be in the following format:

a.  TeamName_CompetitionName_AuditionVideo

Each team must provide a Google Drive link to view and download an audition video. The video must be in 

MP4 or MOV format only and the file name must be in the following format: TeamName_CompetitionName_

AuditionVideo. Teams must adhere to the following requirements, and each RAS XIV Bid Competition must 

enforce the following requirements:

NOTE: New for the 2021-2022 season, Official Audition Video Judging Rubric on page 25.

RULES

1. Previous routines or performances will not be considered.

2. College/university or team affiliated items must not be worn or seen in the video. This includes, but is not 

limited to: logo, mascot, symbol, slogan, colors, etc.

3. No costumes or props are allowed in the video, except dandiyas.

4. No stunts, themes, dialogue, or voiceovers are permitted.

5. No intro/outro videos are allowed.

6. The video cannot be edited (must be continuous).

7. The video cannot have any special lighting or visual effects.

RESTRICTIONS
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BID POINT SYSTEM

1. Bid Points will be allocated to competing raas/garba teams as described below:

2. Bid Points will be allocated to competitions as described below: 

7 raas/garba teams compete the day of the competition:  (6 points) 

8+ raas/garba teams compete the day of the competition: (7 points) 

3. The competing raas/garba performances may be no shorter than 5 minutes and no longer than 7 minutes (not 

including an introductory video). 

NOTE: All Raas All-Stars XIV Bid Competitions must clearly state the above Bid Point System in ALL registration 

materials.

Raas All-Stars Bid Points are awarded to the top raas/garba teams at Raas All-Stars XIV Bid Competitions. The 

eight raas/garba teams with the highest point totals at the end of the competitive season will qualify for Raas All-

Stars XIV.

1. Ratio of number of placings to number of attended Bid Competitions.

2. Number of first places.

3. Number of second places.

4. Number of third places.

5. Average of standardized scores across all attended Bid Competitions and the respective judges.

6. Average of first place bonus points across all attended Bid Competitions and the respective judges.

7. Average of second place bonus points across all attended Bid Competitions and the respective judges.

8. Average of third place bonus points across all attended Bid Competitions and the respective judges.

NOTE: Standardized scores refer to normalized, scaled scores prior to bonus point determination.

QUALIFYING TIE BREAKERS
In the event of a tie while determining the top eight qualifying raas/garba teams, the following tiebreaker 

system will be used.
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JUDGING

GENERAL RULES

The following section reviews general judging rules, the judging selection process, deliberation, and the rubrics. 

Raas All-Stars will host mandatory training sessions to make sure all parties thoroughly understand all rules and 

regulations so that deliberations run fairly and smoothly.

NOTE: No current dancers are allowed to carry out any judging responsibilities. There are to be no affiliations 

to any competing team in the deliberation room (this includes but is not limited to: Judges, Judging Chairs, 

Volunteers, etc). Failure to comply will result in an automatic loss of Bid Competition Status.

1. A competition judge CANNOT be (previously or currently) affiliated with a competing team in the 
competition lineup or be related to any performer on a competing team.

2. A competition judge may not be a roster member (dancer or manager) of a currently competing team.
a. The competition judge may not have been a roster member at any competition before the 
agreed competition of judgment.
b. The competition judge may not be a roster member at any competition after the agreed 
competition of judgment.

3. The competition must have a minimum of 5 judges (2 choreography, 2 execution, 1 artistic elements). At 
least 6 judges (2 per category) is strongly recommended, with an ideal panel to include 9 judges (3 per 
category).

4. Applicants applying to be a choreography  judge should have sufficient choreography experience and 
must be willing to speak based on their experiences.

5. A raas/garba judge may ONLY judge raas/garba teams at the competition. If a judge is scoring for a style 
other than raas/garba, he/she must ONLY judge that respective style and CANNOT judge raas/garba.

6. In order to avoid judging bias, applicants may only judge up to two bid competitions this season. If there 
is a necessity for judges at a competition, exceptions may be permitted at the discretion of the Raas   
All-Stars Judging Committee.

The following rules are mandatory for ALL 2021-2022 Bid Competitions.

1. All selected judges should have dancing experience (of any genre).

2. All interested judges will complete an application one time this season.

3. Applicants will create a profile on our database showcasing their experience, preferences, and interests. They 

will also be asked to review one video (optional but preferred). Judges will then select the competitions they 

are interested in judging, and the competition will receive access to view their profile accordingly. These 

submissions will be visible to the competition judging chair and Raas All-Stars.

a. Judges who are not affiliated with the raas circuit (Choreographers, Dance Instructors, etc.) must 

apply through our judging application database.

4. Once chosen, the competition judging chair will submit their panel to Raas All-Stars for approval. (If the 

competition is finding it difficult to acquire judges or a judge is denied, Raas All-Stars will assist in providing a 

judge by the competition date).

Judges are required to attend the following training sessions: a deliberation review session prior to the 

competition, one in-person training on the date of the competition, and any more sessions deemed necessary by 

the bid competition judging chair.

NOTE: Raas All-Stars is not responsible for selecting judges for competitions. Apart from approval and trainings, 

only if the competition is finding it difficult to lock in judges will Raas All-Stars step in.

SELECTION PROCESS

7. The competition must comply with the Raas All-Stars Judging process as outlined below. The 
competition’s judging chair must meet with the Raas All-Stars XIV Judging Committee to better 
understand the judging process as well as any overall rules and regulations. Any board member who is also 
on a competitive raas/garba team during the 2021-2022 season or affiliated with a competing team at 
the respective competition may not be involved with judges’ deliberation.

8. Judges must abide by Raas All-Stars guidelines and attend ALL training sessions. Failure to do so will 
result in possible ineligibility to judge.

9. Any current judges for this year may not attend Raas All-Stars on a team roster.

In order to make sure all teams are fairly viewed, Raas All-Stars facilitates the judging selection process. 

This is to ensure all judges are qualified, and to ensure that competition judging chairs are fully prepared for 

deliberation on the day of the competition.
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Raas All-Stars aims to standardize the quality of judging criteria and allow teams to prepare for a familiar rubric 

throughout the season. The Raas All-Stars Judging Rubric has been used for many years and has been constantly 

reviewed and meticulously edited to cover the essentials of raas/garba while leaving room for innovation and 

growth. Please find the official Raas All-Stars XIV Judging Rubrics on pages 22-24 of this packet.

RUBRIC

SHOW
During the show, the judges will sit separately to avoid any discussion of performances. This means that judges 

from the same category cannot sit next to each other (for example, choreography and execution may be next 

to each other, but two choreography judges must sit separately). The judges will also avoid any use of electronic 

devices, such as cell phones or laptops. During competing performances, the judges will score teams using the 

official Raas All-Stars judging rubric. The judges may consider writing any qualitative notes on scratch paper for 

use in deliberation (it is up to the judges discretion whether or not they would like to release their qualitative 

notes to team captains after the competition). Judges can also review or alter any scores and/or qualitative notes 

throughout the show. 

Teams are NOT to relay any information to judges once the show begins. If there is a situation due to external 

factors that hinder the dancers from performing at their full potential, the team may notify the bid competition 

Judging Chair who will seek approval from the Raas All-Stars Judging Committee before notifying judges prior to 

deliberation. These situations may include, but are not limited to: incorrect lighting, track malfunction, misplaced 

props, etc.

Prior to the show, the bid competition judging chair will conduct an in-person training session with all of the 

judges. In this training, the judges will review the Raas All-Stars Judging Process as well as better understand the 

competition’s rules and regulations. This session will give judges an opportunity to answer any questions they may 

have and practice on a sample video. One Raas All-Stars Representative must be present during this session. In 

addition, the Raas All-Stars Judging Committee will conduct a training session with all bid competition judging 

chairs prior to their respective competition dates.

TRAINING

DELIBERATION (Total time: 35 minutes)

At the end of the competing acts, the judges will meet for a deliberation period. Deliberation shall consist of the 

Judges, designated Raas All-Stars Representative(s), and the competition Judging Chair. 

Initially, the judges will make final notes and look over individual scores (5 minutes each). The bid competition 

judging chair will collect the score sheets and begin entering the scores into the designated RAS XIV points 

Google Spreadsheet. Photos of the score sheets will also be sent to the RAS XIV Judging Committee via the RAS 

Representative to double check the inputted scores. (This will be performed during the following section ~ 12 

minutes). Judges will not have their score sheets for the remainder of deliberation. Any notes they may need can 

be written on their scratch sheet(s) provided.

The judges will meet with other judges in their specific category first (3 minutes) and each set of judges will 

present the best teams in their specific category (3 minutes each; 9 minutes total). The judges will then be 

notified of the top 4 teams based on total points (in no particular order, so as to avoid swaying the judges’ 

opinions based on numbers only). Judges will have a moment to review their notes (1 minute). The judges will 

then holistically deliberate regarding which teams they thought were the best (15 minutes MAX).

Judges will award bonus points, defined as 3%, 2%, and 1% of the average scaled scores of the 8 teams at that 

competition, to the teams that he/she believes fit for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place from the top 4 teams announced, 

respectively (2 minutes). 

The final placements will be based solely on the final total scores (including bonus points). If the difference 

between any of the placings in the top 4 are within 7.5% of the scaled mean score and 80% or more of the 

Judges disagree with the existing placings, they are permitted to reorder the placings should they come to an 

80% consensus. Teams will be notified at Captains-Judges Meeting that a ‘Manual Override’ did occur (5-10 

minutes). If a manual override has occurred the total points will NOT be reflective of the placings.

A judges’ vote will break any ties, and the winners will be announced. At the discretion of the competition, the 

judges may meet with team captains to provide any critiques and comments.

DISCLAIMER: Raas All-Stars Tiebreaker Procedure will take effect when two or more teams have identical 

cumulative scores. 

NOTE: If need be, the Judging Chair may have no more than 1 additional board member to help calculate 

scores. This must be cleared with Raas All-Stars up to two weeks before the competition date.

DISCLAIMER: Raas All-Stars has the right to take away Bid status from a competition if it fails to meet the above 

guidelines. Raas All-Stars has the right to take away Bid Points from a team if it fails to meet the above guidelines.
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NOTE: Please note that artistic elements and facials will not be judged during the Audition Video Selection Process
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Raas A-Stars
THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
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